SCHUMANN SYMPHONY #2 (1846)
“The narrative of the C major Symphony is that of the journey from despair to healing and redemption” (Michael P Steinberg)

MUSICAL HISTORY:

- Middle Ages and Renaissance.
- **Baroque** (1600-1750): Bach, Handel, Vivaldi.
- **Classical** (1750-1803): Haydn, Mozart, early Beethoven.
- **Romantic** (1803-1900): Late Beethoven, Brahms, **Schumann**, Tchaikovsky, Mahler.
- **20th Century**: Stravinsky, Copland, Bartok.

THE CHALLENGE OF THE MID-ROMANTIC ERA:

- “Here’s the thing. If you were writing a symphony in the 1830s or 1840s you were faced with a pretty mighty challenge. Beethoven’s symphonies....There was something monstrous about the gauntlet the ninth symphony had thrown down. Who could go further?....The truth is you couldn’t.....What you had to do was to find a different approach to the symphony, a way of renewing the form without having to emulate Beethoven’s cosmic crankiness.” (Tom Service, 2013)
- There are few composers from that era whose symphonies persist in the current repertoire: Berlioz, Mendelssohn, Schubert (arguably, he is actually a contemporary of Beethoven), Schumann.
- They all did so by following the above recipe.

ROBERT SCHUMANN (1810-1856):

- 1810: Born in Zwikau, Saxony, Germany. Father bookseller and novelist. Displayed early interest in music, age seven.
- As teenager influenced by the novels of Jean Paul Friedrich Richter, now obsolete, known simply as Jean Paul.
- 1826: Lost his father, at age 16. Mother encouraged him to go to law school.
- 1828: Bouts of “melancholy.” Periodically recurred in years to come.
- Right hand injury derailed piano career.
- Compositional output:
  - 1832-39: piano period.
  - 1840: lieder (song cycles).
- 1841-1854: orchestral and chamber works, four symphonies, a piano concerto.
- 1831: *Papillons*. Free form piano music inspired by a Jean Paul novel.
- 1834: Began career as an influential music critic with the magazine, *Die Neue Zeitschrift für Musik* (“New Journal for Music”).
- 1835: Met Felix Mendelssohn at Wieck’s house.
- 1835: In love with Clara Wieck, a piano prodigy and his teacher’s 15 year old daughter. She is destined to become “the most outstanding woman pianist of the nineteenth century” (Ostwald).
- 1835: *Carnaval*, free form piano piece inspired by Ernestine von Fricken.
- 1837: Marriage proposal to Clara Wieck. Resulted in lawsuit by her father who opposed the union.
- 1840: Lawsuit resolved. Robert and Clara marry. They were to have eight children.
- 1841: Premieres of Symphonies #1 and 4.
- 1842: First major mental breakdown.
- 1844: More severe mental breakdown.
- 1845: Gradual improvement of mental health; begins intense study of counterpoint and the music of J. S. Bach.
- 1845: December; completed first draft of Symphony #2.
- 1846: November 5; Symphony #2 premiered by Felix Mendelssohn at Leipzig Gewandhaus.
- 1853: Discovered Johannes Brahms, then 20 years old.
- 1854: Suicide attempt, jumped off a bridge into the Rhine River. Confined to an insane asylum in Bonn from thereon. Separated from Clara and his children until his death.
- **NOTE:** Schumann’s mental problems have been attributed to different conditions by different historians: bipolar disorder, dementia praecox (schizophrenia), syphilis.
- 1856: Died at age 46.

**SCHUMANN AS A COMPOSER:**

- **Personal music:**
  - “*Schumann's literary sensitivity and introspective nature led him to imbue nearly everything he wrote with personality.*” (Ted Libby)
  - “*Much of Schumann’s music is intensely personal ...Listening to many of his pieces is like reading a private letter or an intimate diary.*” (Ledbetter)
- **Germanic composer:**
  - In his symphonies Schumann displays a typically Germanic tendency of tightly knit compositions with strong thematic unity.
Ciphers and codes:
- Schumann delighted in inserting ciphers and codes into his music.

Controversies about his strength as a composer:
- Schumann’s piano works and lieder (songs) are considered some of his best pieces. His orchestral works are controversial among scholars.
- “As a symphonic composer Schumann sports a long rap sheet: awkwardness in larger forms, muddy scoring, excessive doublings that always sound a little out of tune.” (Ted Libby)
- Schumann’s orchestration has been criticized as weak by many scholars and conductors, reflecting “a pianist’s lack of familiarity with the specific characteristics of other instruments.” (Stephen Ledbetter)
- Many conductors tinkered with Schumann’s orchestration. Gustav Mahler is the most famous example.
- Others disagree and claim that his orchestration reflects “a real sound image that he wanted to capture.” (Stephen Ledbetter).
- Leonard Bernstein (1957) vigorously argues in support of Schumann as a deft orchestrator. (Look up “Bernstein discusses Schumann’s Symphony No. 2,” in three parts, on YouTube.)

SCHUMANN SYMPHONIES:
- #1 “Spring” B flat 1841
- #2 C major 1846
- #3 “Rhenish” E flat 1850
- #4 D minor 1841 (revised 1851)

HISTORY OF SYMPHONY #2:
- Composed in in December 1845 while recovering from a mental breakdown.
- In a letter to Mendelssohn, Schumann wrote that he was inspired in September 1845, after hearing drums and trumpets in C major.
- In a more famous 1849 letter to a friend Dr. D. G. Otten, a musician in Hamburg who asked Schumann for an explanation of the symphony, Schumann wrote: “I sometimes fear my semi-invalid state can be divined from the music. I began to feel more myself when I wrote the last movement, and was certainly much better when I finished the whole work. All the same it reminds me of dark days.”
- “The struggle in the symphony from suffering to healing and redemption seems also to have been Schumann’s own.” (Anthony Newcomb)
- The first piano draft of the symphony was finished within three weeks in December 1845.
The speed of composition was remarkable:
- First Movement completed December 12-17.
- Scherzo drafted December 18-20.
- Fourth Movement, December 25-28. (Jon W. Finson, quoting from Schumann sketches and diaries)

Orchestration took much longer; completed in September 1846.
The score is dedicated to King Oscar I of Sweden and Norway, a music lover.
Symphony premiered on November 5, 1846, at the Leipzig Gewandhaus, conducted by Mendelssohn. “The work as a whole fell flat, in part because it appeared in the second half of an already long program.” (John Daverio)
A second performance eleven days later, with a revised score, was better received.

CONTROVERSIES SURROUNDING SYMPHONY #2:
- The symphony was admired by 19th century critics, but disparaged in the 20th century.
- “Laborious, dull, often mediocre in thematic invention, plodding and repetitive in argument, the C major symphony has now fallen into almost complete neglect.” (Moscoe Carner, 1952)
- The fourth movement has been particularly singled out for criticism (see Movement 4).
- Schumann’s orchestration has also been targeted for criticism.
- Schumann’s “attempt at thematic unity has been described as simplistic.” (Erik Jensen)
- Schumann’s choice of tonality has also been criticized as simplistic (see below).
- Some criticize the symphony for diverging from the Classical style. Others don’t.
- Many liken the symphony to Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony (1808) in their common dark to light narrative. Others disagree, indicating that Schumann’s narrative is not as straightforward as Beethoven’s.

SYMPHONY #2, MOVEMENTS:
- 1: Sostenuto assai – Allegro, ma non troppo; C major
- 2: Scherzo: Allegro vivace; C major
- 3: Adagio espressivo; C minor
- 4: Allegro molto vivace; C major

NOTES:
- The positions of the Scherzo and slow movement are reversed. There is precedent for this in Beethoven (9th Symphony).
- All movements are in the tonality of C. This is an unusual key structure, one without precedent in symphonic music.
MOVEMENT 1: C MAJOR; SLOW INTRODUCTION – SONATA ALLEGRO FORM

INTRODUCTION (SOSTENUTO ASSAI):

❖ PART 1:
   • Slow and stately introduction begins quietly (pp), with two melodies that will provide the motives for the remainder of the symphony.
   • Atop is a rising fanfare melody (A1) on brass (two trumpets, a horn and trombone).
   • This is accompanied by a busier string melody (A2) that begins with a chromatic descent; it then rises, outlining a C major triad.
   • The brass fanfare extended, strings still in accompaniment.
   • NOTE: The brass A1 theme strongly resembles that in the introduction of Haydn’s Symphony 104 (1795).
   • Some interpret the fanfare (A1) and its string accompaniment (A2) to represent the two opposing moods of the composer or, when extrapolated, lightness and darkness in life.

❖ ORCHESTRATION:
   • The use of brass to deliver a melody is a novel gesture of orchestration by Schumann. “The temerity of Schumann in opening his symphony with a singing trombone…a hundred years before Tommy Dorsey!” (Leonard Bernstein)
   • The orchestration of this important passage is tricky. Schumann intended the two melodies to hold equal balance, but in a pp passage, brass can easily overpower strings. Depending upon different conductors, the passage can make different impressions if this balance is lost.
   • Gustav Mahler, aware of this issue, re-orchestrated this symphony and reduced the brass part, eliminating the trombone, using two trumpets only and horns in accompaniment, playing a softly sustained “C”.

❖ PART 2:
   • A quiet woodwind chorale begins with scant accompaniment. “Four bars of exquisite singing by the full woodwind choir.” (Leonard Bernstein)
   • Texture of chorale thickens with the A1 brass fanfare and A2 string accompaniment re-entering in a small crescendo.
   • Diminuendo on the string melody line.

❖ PART 3:
   • In a passage marked un poco più vivace (a little more lively) a brief crescendo in winds followed by a new motive with a dotted rhythm, derived from A1.
• This new motive emerges as a foreshadowing of Theme I of the Allegro.
• It is repeatedly stated in winds alternating with loud orchestral chords.
• Volume rises to its loudest so far, in a crescendo that’s joined by brass.
• Loud introductory gesture with pauses leads to the expectation that the Allegro is about to begin. It doesn’t.
• NOTE: This dramatic but peculiar introductory gesture and the new material that follows in Part 4, foreshadow an important moment in the fourth movement where a similar introductory gesture will usher in the An Die Ferne Gelibe melody from Beethoven.

PART 4:
• A new melody, derived from A1 stated three times in cellos and violins, each statement emphasized by orchestral chords.
• Transitional music in strings picks up tempo in a più stringendo passage (accelerating) as the introduction leads to the Allegro.

NOTES:
• This long Introduction constitutes one third of the movement.
• Overall, the Introduction resembles J. S. Bach’s chorale preludes, an homage to Bach whom Schumann studied prior to composing this symphony.
• The Introduction serves the important function of introducing the two ur themes, A1 & A2, to be utilized in the rest of the symphony.
• The overall gloomy mood of the Introduction represents Schumann’s emotional state during his mental breakdown. The Fourth Movement finale will feature recollections of the Introduction, now loud, and glorious, completing the narrative arc from despair to healing and redemption.

ALLEGRO, MA NON TROPPO:

EXPOSITION:

➢ The Exposition is brief in contrast to the other parts of the movement.
➢ Theme I (C major) in strings:
  • A simple two note motive with a dotted rhythm, obsessively repeated.
  • It is derived from the rising short-long, two note idea within the A1 fanfare.
  • It begins quietly and builds louder.
➢ Modulating Bridge: Brief, fast passage. Theme I motive alternates with a rising scale derived from A2.
➢ Theme II (E flat major) in strings and winds:
  • A rising scale motive, sequenced (repeated in different pitches).
  • It’s based on a rising motive within the A2 string theme of the Introduction.
➢ Closing Theme (G major) derived from a motive of the Modulating Bridge.
➢ Exposition concludes with a loud passage derived from Theme I.
EXPOSITION REPEAT:

- In accordance with Classical Era procedure, Exposition is repeated verbatim.

DEVELOPMENT:

- Part 1:
  - Begins quietly with a slower version of the Modulating Bridge.
  - Extends with a louder passage developing the rising scale derived from A2.
- Part 2: Theme II motive developed in a brief passage.
- Part 3:
  - Winds develop a three note falling motive derived from the tail end of A1.
  - It is periodically accompanied in bass by the rising scale of A2 from the Modulating Bridge.
  - Melody extended in a rising passage marked *molto espressivo*.
  - NOTE: Leonard Bernstein calls this a new theme. Others don’t.
  - The entire passage is varied with slightly different orchestration.
  - NOTE: This section occupies a significant portion of the development.
- Part 4:
  - Loud agitated section begins with the two-note Theme I motive.
  - Modulating Bridge motive developed in a dramatic, rhythmic, Beethoven-like passage.
  - Concludes with a false recapitulation of Theme I. The theme begins and is cut short, ending in an open cadence.
- Part 5:
  - Transitional melody from the end of the Introduction (Part 4) is elaborated and developed. The music rises in a slow crescendo.
  - This passage is over a G pedal in bassoons.
  - Two loud string tremolos, each answered by winds, usher in a crescendo into a loud, celebratory recap of Theme I.

RECAPITULATION:

- Theme I recapped louder and more celebratory than its initial version.
- “The recapitulation bursts with splendid new defiance, fortissimo, and with fierce rhythm spiritedly supported by trumpets and drums.” (Brian Schlotel)
- Bridge is longer, louder and more elaborate than its earlier version.
- Theme II repeated in C major.
- Closing Section mirrors its Exposition version.
CODA:

- Essentially a second development section, Beethoven-like.
- Begins quietly with a variation of Part 4 of the Introduction.
- Music rises on the Theme I motive. From here on Schumann instructs, con fuoco, with great vigor and speed. The remainder of the coda will be loud, animated and energetic, developing Theme I and Theme II motives.
- A series of triumphant climaxes, based on the Closing Section. Atop the loud music, “trumpets and horns blaze out the opening (fanfare) theme.” (Brian Schlotel).
- The opening A1 fanfare is stated twice, with trombones instructed to play marcato, louder than everyone else.
- Music calms down on Theme I motive. It is then extended in an increasingly loud passage toward another climax.
- Loud concluding chords are emphatically repeated in a triumphant finale that is likely to draw premature applause from the audience.

NOTES:

- “The movement ends with a feeling of darkness overcome and determination to strive for victory in the future.” (Brian Schlotel)
- Many scholars have commented that this joyous Coda seems premature in the overall “despair to redemption” narrative of the symphony.
- The triumph of the Coda foreshadows the finale of Movement 4.
- Overall Movement 1 is firmly anchored in the Classical Era model.

MOVEMENT 2: C MAJOR; SCHERZO A-B-A-C-A-CODA

“The Scherzo is clearly and brilliantly a Mendelssohnian movement, and no less for the layer of melancholy that underlies its jocularity.” (Michael Steinberg)

MUSIC UNUSUAL FOR ITS TIME:

- It extends the usual A – B – A structure to A – B – A – C – A. This was preceded by Beethoven in his 4th and 7th Symphonies.
- It is in duple meter rather than the expected triple meter.
- It presents two different Trios. This feature was unique.

SCHERZO: C major

- A lively, energetic, virtuosic theme in violins with string and wind accompaniment.
- This theme, derived from the A2 string melody of the Introduction, is a faster version of a motive within this theme.
NOTE: This violin passage is “the only out-and-out virtuoso piece in the four ...symphonies; in all probability every violinist in every major orchestra today has had to play (it) at his or her audition.” (Michael Steinberg)

Phrase structure: a – a – a’ – a’ – a’

The first phrase a is a brief four-square melody that presents the theme. It is repeated.

Next phrase a’ is longer. It begins with the theme in strings conversing with winds. It is then extended. A brief counter melody follows. Finally the theme is re-stated in a forte passage. a’ is repeated.

The third phrase a’’ is a shorter variation of a’ featuring the same sequence of string/wind conversation, counter melody and re-statement of the theme in a heavily syncopated variation.

NOTE: The repetitions of a and a’ serve the purpose of familiarizing the listener with the theme. In the next two iterations of the Scherzo, these phrases will NOT be repeated.

FIRST TRIO: G major

A quiet, more leisurely section in sharp contrast with the breathless momentum of the Scherzo.

“Trio one continues the mood of the scherzo, but at the slower pace of triplets rather than sixteenths; it is just another perspective on the Scherzo’s character.” (Peter A Brown)


Phrase a repeated.

b: Wind theme motive repeated twice, in ritard. Fanfare in winds derived from the Trio theme.

Phrase a repeated.

The ritard passage of b provides transition back to Scherzo.

SCHERZO: (C major)

a – a’ – a’’ repeated verbatim.

After the unhurried Trio the music re-acquires energy.

SECOND TRIO: (C major)

In this section Schumann, prone to encoding cyphers into his music, presents one. It is a tribute to J.S. Bach.

“Schumann had spent the recuperative months of 1845 in an intense study of Bach, which he felt contributed greatly to his recovery.” (Michael Steinberg)

New Trio theme is a “soulful and rarified” chorale. (John Worthen)

Phrase structure: a – a’ – b – a’.”
Phrase $b$, B-flat – A – C – B-natural, spells out BACH in German.

a: A string chorale, quiet and peaceful.

a’: Chorale melody in winds, slightly louder ($mf$), with staccato viola accompaniment.

b: Brief, soft ($p$) passage in low strings, a variation of the main theme motive.

a’’: Main theme returns. Music rises to a climax with tympani beats.

Michael Steinberg refers to the BACH presentation as at first “shy” and later “with growing confidence.”

Transitional music: Phrase $a$ motives lead to Scherzo motives stated with pauses.

SCHERZO: (C major)

a – a’ – a’’ repeated verbatim.

CODA:

Scherzo theme motive picks up yet more momentum and races to the finale.
The texture of the music is thicker, with winds, brass and strings all participating.
The A1 fanfare of the Introduction is recalled fortissimo, by horns, trumpets and trombone, before the loud and boisterous conclusion.

NOTE: This important passage is easy to miss amid the massive sound and fast tempo of the finale.

MOVEMENT 3: ADAGIO ESPRESSIVO; C MINOR; A – B – A’ – CODA

“The slow movement is a supreme example of melodic control, harmonic variation, sensitive orchestration and textural variety.” (Peter A Brown)

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Some scholars have interpreted this movement as Sonata Form. For the listener however, a ternary structure is easier to follow.
The sections are not even. B, a fugato, is very brief compared to the A’s.
The two A sections have the same phrase structure. However their music is not identical. Each phrase of A’ is a variation of its counterpart in A.

In this movement Schumann employs “an inverted concept of variation in that the melody (main theme) stays almost constant while its support always changes.” (Peter A Brown)

“With variation staying beneath the surface, one’s attention is riveted on Schumann’s sensitive song...” (Peter A Brown)

A:
Phrase structure: a – b – a’ – a’’.

a: (C minor)
- The theme is an achingly beautiful melody, marked cantabile in the score. It unfolds leisurely over nineteen measures.
- NOTE: This theme is derived from the A1 fanfare of the Introduction. It bears resemblance to the opening theme of the trio Sonata in J.S. Bach’s Musical Offerings (another homage to Bach).
- NOTE: This theme will return in Movement 4 as a Theme II.
- Initially in violins, the theme is then taken up by the oboe and bassoon in a gorgeous mf statement. “And now the romance is carried on by the oboe, with the high bassoon escorting it, like a lover.” (Leonard Bernstein)
- Schumann referred to the bassoon passage as the “mournful bassoon.”
- NOTE: The oboe is the female voice in the woodwind section, the bassoon the male.
- Codetta: Music swells as the last phrase of the melody goes back to the strings and ends diminuendo, in a closed cadence.

b: (E flat to B flat)
- Begins with a solemn brass and wind chorale, the melody derived from the A1 fanfare of the Introduction.
- Strings respond with a melody derived from the A2 string theme of the Introduction.
- Woodwind codetta on the last phrase of the string melody.

a’: (F minor)
- Main theme returns “almost clandestinely.” (Peter A Brown), in the flute and oboe.
- This variation is developmental, on the main motive of the melody.

a’’: (C minor)
- A brief string chorale transitions out of a’. Music rises in preparation of the return of the main theme.
- The theme returns in a loud, agitated passage on strings, the passage ending in loud violin trills.
- NOTE: This high violin passage has attracted the attention of critics and scholars.
- For the premiere, “This notorious passage was rehearsed repeatedly by Mendelssohn and Ferdinand David (concertmaster) with the Gewandhaus Orchestra” (Peter A Brown).
- “The violins reach to their highest point on treacherous trills.” (Peter A Brown)
• “The first violins go as high a D in the tenth position, certainly unusual for 1845.” (Mark de Voto)
• Woodwinds take up the theme as the string trills diminish, and end the section on a diminuendo codetta.
• NOTE: The difference between trill and tremolo: Trill is an ornamental fluctuation between two notes, usually a half or whole step apart. Tremolo is playing the same note quickly back and forth.

B: FUGATO (E flat, modulatory)

- The fugue subject is a rhythmically altered, staccato version of the main theme.
- It is initially in second violins. First violins enter after one measure, with clarinet providing a pp legato accompaniment.
- Violas join in and, after four measures, the bases enter.
- At the entry of the bases the music rises in a crescendo. After two measures, the music, now a loud four-part fugue, becomes an accompaniment to the A’ section.
- The fugue will disappear at the end of the first phrase (a) of this section.

A’:

- Phrase structure remains the same: a – b – a’ – a’’. Key areas are different (see below).
- a: (C minor)
  • With the fugue still in progress, the wind section loudly states the beautiful theme in a passage marked espressivo.
  • NOTE: Compared to its first presentation, this a section is truncated. It ends after eight measures (versus nineteen); it lacks the oboe/bassoon passage; it lacks a codetta. It is also re-orchesterated, the main theme in winds rather than strings.
  • The truncation, fugal accompaniment and re-orchestraed of a, makes it a variation of its original version. Yet, it will sound to the listener as the same, because the unaltered main melody produces the same emotional impact.
- b: (C major)
  • Music modulates to C major. From here on it will stay in this key.
  • This is also a truncated, re-orchesterated variation of b.
  • It lacks the horn/wind chorale that ushered the earlier version of b.
  • The section begins with the string melody of the earlier b. It follows the same phrasing of the melody, shared by strings and winds.
- a’: (C major)
  • Theme in different wind instruments, clarinet, then oboe, then bassoon with a quiet, hesitant string accompaniment.
• It is no longer developmental as in its earlier version. It is considerably truncated.

➢ a’’: (C major)
  • The phrase structure of this section is the same as its earlier version. The key area and orchestration are different.
  • The quiet chorale that initiates the section is in winds.
  • Violins then follow with their loud, impassioned version of the theme, ending in trills in their highest range.
  • Woodwinds begin their codetta over the violin trills and take the section to a diminuendo ending as in the earlier version.

➢ Coda: (C major)
  • Theme motive recalled quietly in violins, then bases.
  • Music fades away with theme fragments in strings.
  • Movement ends with a double amen (plagal) cadence.

FINAL COMMENTS:

➢ This movement has received universal praise, even from those heavily critical of the symphony. “The outstanding movement of the symphony is the adagio – a supremely beautiful, inspired and well shaped piece of music.” (Moscoe Carner)

➢ “The third Movement, ….an inspiration of profoundly moving character and indescribable beauty (is) doubtless the most masterly and impressive of Schumann’s symphonic slow movements.” (Chris Frigon)

➢ The movement sets a precedent for the third movements of Mahler’s 5th and Shostakovich’s 5th symphonies. “It is the quintessentially Romantic slow movement.” (John Worthen)

➢ “Many hear this movement as a depiction of the despair and isolation Schumann felt during his illness.” (John Worthen)

➢ Schumann placed the Adagio as the third movement, instead of the traditional second, most likely for the expressive purpose of juxtaposing its melancholy against the triumph of the fourth.
MOVEMENT 4: C MAJOR; ALLEGRO MOLTO VIVACE; FORMLESS, IN TWO PARTS

CRITICISM:

- This movement has been much criticized, mainly because of its confounding structure.
- Numerous scholars have interpreted the movement by force-fitting it into known Classical Era forms: Sonata Form variant with a giant Coda; Rondo variant.
- These academic exercises are not useful to the listener.
- I will present the movement as formless, in two parts:
  - Part I is a Sonata Form exposition and development that cuts off without a recap or coda.
  - Part II (what many call a Coda) is pair of developments on a common, new theme.
  - The movement is approximately bisected to two halves by each part.

PART I:

INTRODUCTION:

- Begins with an introductory gesture, an orchestral chord, forte, followed by a rising scale and four chords in winds and strings.
- The abrupt change in mood from melancholy at the end Movement 3 to this livelier music has been criticized as a rough juxtaposition of mood.

EXPOSITION:

- Theme I complex (C major) spans some forty measures, loud and with momentum.
- The theme is a lively, march-like idea initially in woodwinds, then in full orchestra.
- NOTE: This theme is reminiscent of the first theme in Mendelssohn’s Italian Symphony.
- Phrasing of the theme: a – a’ – a” – b – b’ – b’’. a’’ & b’’ present extensions of their respective ideas.
- Modulating Bridge is a series of rising-falling scales in strings with winds arpeggios providing ornamentation. Music is more quiet and thinner in texture.
- Theme II (G major) is the Adagio theme, presented twice by horns over continuing scales in the strings. Horns present the theme as an antecedent and strings respond with a counter melody.
- “Adagio revisited at high speed in manner that Mahler would remember well in his 5th Symphony.” (Steinberg)
- “Romantic melody of the slow movement is now imbedded in a context of joy and power.” (Bernstein)
- Theme II extended, using its motivic fragments, in a passage with forward momentum.
Brief Closing Section features vigorous, *forte*, rising-falling scales in strings and low winds accented by chords in brass and high winds. There is no closing theme.

DEVELOPMENT:

- Begins with a repetition of Theme I, now in its loudest, most triumphant version, in full orchestra.
- NOTE: Some scholars view this as Recapitulation telescoped into Development within what they envision as a full Sonata Form structure.
- Opening gesture returns twice, this time the rising scales each followed by six chords (instead of four). It ushers in a vigorous development.
- The movement “*gives the impression of being propelled by an irresistible force that carries the music along in a headlong rush.*” (Moscoe Carner)
- Two note motives of Theme I developed in a fast, loud passage.
- Momentum continues with developments based on the arpeggio of the introductory gesture, and a falling three note idea based on an Adagio motive.
- Music rises to a climax on a rising three note idea.
- Theme II developed in a quieter, *dolce* passage, beginning in woodwinds, extended by strings.
- Music fizzes in a diminuendo passage that ends in pauses and quiet plagal (amen) cadences in the key of C minor.
- A lengthy, three measure general pause gives the listener an impression that the movement is over.
- NOTE: In the “redemption” narrative of the symphony this is the point where emotional suffering, signified by C minor, comes to an end. From here on the music will build up to a lively and triumphant finale in C major.

PART II:

VERSION I:

- THE NEW THEME (E flat):
  - A pretty melody derived from the opening flourish of the movement (rising tail of the flourish rhythmically smoothened).
  - It is introduced *dolce* by the oboe.
  - The oboe “*transforms those macho chords into a lyric melody of most poignant sweetness.*” (Michael Steinberg)
  - Strings answer with a counter-melody. The oboe melody is repeated as a wind chorale.
- NEW THEME DEVELOPED:
  - Begins with a rising three note idea with a dotted rhythm, based on the theme. It is stated forte in a syncopated passage.
• Theme repeated, first in strings, then in winds, and extended.
• Music rises on a four note rising motive based on the theme.
• Loud climax on a variation of the theme with rushing scales, drumrolls and syncopated orchestral accents.
• Music rushes toward a massive open cadence and a dramatic leading gesture followed by a pause. Something important is about to happen.

VERSION II:

➤ VARIATION ON NEW THEME (C major):
• Strings & winds play a quiet new version of the theme.
• Phrase structure: a – a’ – b – b’.
• Winds echo b & b’.
• NOTE: Phrase a & a’ appeared in Part 4 of Movement 1 Introduction.
• NOTE: Main motive of Phrase b is derived from the A1 fanfare of the Introduction. It appeared in the transitional music that led to the Exposition.

➤ INVOCATION OF BEETHOVEN’S DISTANT BELOVED:
• This new variation on the theme is “an all but literal quotation from Beethoven’s (1816) song cycle ‘An die Ferne Geliebte’ (To the Distant Beloved).” (Steinberg)
• Schumann’s use of this melody has been widely interpreted as a gesture toward his wife Clara. “A song of thanks to Clara.” (Worthen)
• Schumann had used this very same melody in his Piano Fantasy (1836) when he was forcefully separated from her by Clara’s father. Now however, they were together.
• Schumann’s invocation of a Distant Beloved in reference to his wife is viewed as his sense that they are still separated, perhaps spiritually by his mental illness. It is certainly a premonition of the tragic events to come when Schumann was forcefully separated from her in an insane asylum for the last two years of his life.
• NOTE: This is the only homage to Beethoven in the symphony. It is to “the Ludwig of songs, not the imposing symphonist.” (Tom Service)

➤ THEME DEVELOPED:
• Phrases a & a’ stated twice, quietly by violins. Ends with a brief brass flourish.
• The theme telescoped in a louder variation. Phrases a & a’ in strings receive an abbreviated b response in crescendo brass.
DEVELOPMENT CONTINUES WITH A SERIES OF RECOLLECTIONS OF MOVEMENT 1, INTRODUCTION:

- INTRO WIND CHORALE RECALLED: The wind chorale of the First Movement Introduction stated loudly in winds; receives a fortissimo response in brass based on b & b’ of the theme.
- INTRO PART 3 RECALLED: Loud passage in full orchestra on a rising two-note idea with a dotted rhythm. This recalls its predecessor in Part 3 of the Introduction, the un poco più vivace passage.
- NOTE: Intro Part 3 was derived from the A1 fanfare & gave rise to Theme I of the Allegro. All this is now linked to the finale.
- CODETTA: Presents a brief, loud gesture, juxtaposing the new theme with the Intro & Allegro: the beginning of the new theme (strings) receives a ceremonial two-note dotted rhythm response (brass with tympani beats). Gesture repeated. Open cadence.
- NOTE: These loud and celebratory recollections of the Introduction complete the narrative arc of the journey from despair to healing and redemption.
- NOTE: Some scholars view these recollections as a different conception of what Recapitulation can be. “It changes the concept of recapitulation from one limited to the movement at hand to the level of the cycle.” (Peter Brown)

GLORIOUS CODA:

- The music catches its breath as dynamics fall to piano. It then rushes on in a dramatic crescendo that sequences the rising four note motive of the theme.
- Intro Part 3 recollection repeated and extended, fortissimo, with brass at full blast. Glorious, march-like.
- Final, loud recollections: phrases a & b of the new theme, and the dotted rhythm motive of Intro Part 3.
- Celebratory concluding chords amid loud tympani beats.
- At the very end of the symphony, “of all things, the tympani is given a magnificent solo to play. This is a touch of modernity that should silence forever the charge of academicism in Schumann’s orchestration.” (Leonard Bernstein)
FINAL COMMENTS:

“A magnificent symphony born of strength, mystery and open hearted lyricism.” (Leonard Bernstein, 1957)

“Many of Schumann’s large-form compositions have remained popular for generations on end. They need not be set against Beethoven’s and then criticized for failing to do what Beethoven did.” (Lester, 1995)

“Certainly this symphony is not an autobiographical study in illness or depression. On the other hand, its general flavor is distinctive in a way that is hard to put a finger on: there is, overall, a feeling of hard worn affirmation and triumph.” (James M. Keller, 2016)

“Like so much classical music, Schumann’s is a preserve for endangered emotions....(But) in his sincerity, Schumann stands out from other Romantic composers.” (Michael Tilson Thomas, 2017)

“For Schumann devotees, the Second is the symphony of symphonies. Armed with deepened technical sensibilities...assured contrapuntal technique, a sophisticated sense for large scale unity and a finely developed strategy for manipulating musical “tones” or moods – Schumann transported the genre from a profane into a quasi religious realm.” (John Daverio, 1997)
APPENDIX:

REFERENCES TO OTHER COMPOSERS IN SCHUMANN’S 2ND:

- Haydn Symphony 104: Movement 1 Introduction, A1 brass fanfare.
- J S Bach Chorale Preludes: Movement 1 Introduction.
- J S Bach, in name: Movement 2, Second Trio.
- J. S. Bach Musical Offerings, Trio Sonata; Movement 3, main theme.
- Mendelssohn, Italian Symphony: Movement 4, Theme 1.

*AN DIE FERNE GELIEBTE, (TO THE DISTANT BELOVED) BEETHOVEN SONG CYCLE:*

- Composed in 1816, it is an early precursor of Germanic song cycles.
- The music is for a tenor and solo piano.
- It is set to a series of six poems written by Alois Isidor Jeitteles.
- They all have the theme of unrequited love.
- Beethoven may have been attracted to the Distant Beloved of these songs due to the Immortal Beloved episode in his own life.
- A brief summary of each song:
  - He decides to sing songs conveying his love, while atop a hillside looking at the spot where he first met her.
  - He sends his angst and inner pain to the landscape he is observing; that way he can always be with her, even though he cannot go to her.
  - He bids the clouds, the brook, the birds and the west wind to carry his love and suffering to her.
  - He is enraptured with the thought of these elements seeing her; her picture flowing back to him via the brook.
  - In lovely May, with spring and nature in full bloom, it is their love that remains in winter and all they have is tears.
  - He will send her the songs he has written, and she will sing them, these songs vanquishing what has kept them apart, joining them together.
- The melody quoted by Schumann in Part II of Movement 4 is from the first verse of the sixth and last song:

  Nimm sie hin denn, diese Lieder,    Take then, these songs,
  Die ich dir, Geliebte, sang,              That I to you, beloved, sang,
  Singe sie dann abends wieder       Sing them again in the evenings,
  Zu der Laute süßem Klang.    To the sweet sounds of the lute!

- When taken within the context of Robert and Clara’s relationship the song acquires a special meaning.